We examine the value of extended formation flight in the context of airline operations. The study is based on a bi-level route optimization framework. The aircraft performance model includes the e ects of rolled-up wakes, formation heterogeneity, and formationinduced compressibility e ects. We incorporate airline economics to understand the tradeo between speed and drag savings in the context of formation flight. The application of formation flight to a representative South African Airlines (SAA) long-haul route network can reduce fuel burn by over 4.6% or reduce direct operating cost by 2.1%. The savings increase to 6.8% in fuel or 2.4% in cost when we consider a large-scale Star Alliance transatlantic route network. Finally, the impact of compressibility on total fleet fuel and cost metrics is shown to be insignificant. 
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I. Introduction
Numerous studies have examined the aerodynamic benefits of close formation flight through both numerical and experimental means. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The results agree that formation flight has the potential to significantly reduce aircraft induced drag. Our recent work examines a potentially safer approach to flying in formation, which we call extended formation flight. 9 In contrast to close formation flight, extended formations separate aircraft with streamwise spacing of 5-40 wingspans. The increased longitudinal separation can render formation flight more compatible with commercial service. Advanced vehicle-level technologies like natural laminar flow surfaces, blended wing body configurations, and open-rotor engines can only be deployed on new aircraft or on existing designs after significant retrofits. Decades may separate the initial design of a new aircraft from production and fleet-wide adoption. Formation flight on the other hand can potentially be applied to existing aircraft to realize significant fuel e ciency gains.
A key component of formation flight is the mission design problem. Bower 10,11 demonstrated a method to optimize a network flight schedule using formation flight to minimize fuel consumption. The first level optimizes the mission for a candidate set of aircraft, while the second level optimizes the network by selecting the best schedule amongst the possible combinations of formation and solo missions. The optimization architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The input is the aircraft route network and flight schedules. The output is a consistent set of missions that minimize some formation-level objective function such as fuel burn or direct operating cost. Each mission optimization problem is smooth and is solved using a fast continuous domain optimization algorithm. The outer-loop network optimization is posed as an integer-programming problem that returns the best schedule given a set of optimized formation and solo missions. We extend the bi-level network optimization framework to addresses several yet unresolved questions related to the economic and operational viability of formation flight. We optimize the 4-D trajectory of aircraft in formations -including the previous omitted problems of altitude scheduling. The analysis also incorporates a heterogeneous aircraft formation drag model based on a rolled-up wake appropriate for extended formations. 9 We include a cost-sensitive objective function to study the economic impact of formation flight.
Finally, we examine the impact of compressibility constraints on formation flight performance.
II. Heuristic Formation Search
For a schedule with n direct flights there are n(n ≠ 1) possible 2-aircraft and n(n ≠ 1)(n ≠ 2) possible 3-aircraft formations. The combinatorial growth of the set of all possible formations renders the scheduling problem NP-hard. We recognize however, that only a small subset of the set of all possible formations is viable. For example, aircraft that have to fly to destinations in the exact opposite directions are not good candidates for formation flight. To render the formation optimization problem tractable we develop a series of pragmatic design heuristics to find good "candidate" formations for mission optimization.
The heuristics are based on the spatial and temporal separations between aircraft in formation and the geometry of the formation routes. First, the di erences in the departure and arrival azimuth between aircraft i and j in the same formation must be less than " ij . The azimuth rule in Eq. (1) eliminates formations that contain aircraft traveling in significantly di erent directions.
We also limit the separation between the departure and arrival airports of the candidate formation. It is useful to introduce the concept of a modified distance, r m in Eq. (2), which combines the distance between airports with schedule di erences. The modified departure distance between aircraft in a candidate formation are required to fall below some threshold distance r mmax (similarly for the modified arrival distance).
Where the average speed v ij is defined as: 
We require the flight times of aircraft in formations to overlap. The degree of overlap determines the potential for fuel savings and the relative cost of getting in and out of formation. It would be impossible, for example, for two aircraft to fly in the same formation if one lands before the other can take o . The factor Ÿ t is defined as the ratio between the overlap time and the total scheduled flight time for aircraft i and j:
The overlap time ratio includes the e ect of the schedule flexibility t. We use a Ÿ t between 0.4-0.5 in subsequent design studies depending on the scale of the problem. In formations where the aircraft flight times are very di erent, the longer flight tends to dominate. This could eliminate viable short-haul routes. However, the savings from these short-range missions are modest and should not significantly alter the system-level result.
Finally, we conduct sensitivity studies on the individual heuristics using reference schedules to ensure that they do not remove promising formations for optimization. In each case the heuristics set greatly reduced the number of candidate formations to be optimized without changing the final optimized schedules.
III. Mission Optimization
The next step is to optimize each candidate formation identified by the heuristic search. The potentially large numbers of candidate formations, combined with the large number of design variables makes the mission optimizations the most expensive part of the design problem. We choose a gradient-based optimizer (MATLAB's fmincon) to e ciently solve the large-scale problem. The basic structure of a formation mission is illustrated by Fig. 3 .
We optimize the 4-D trajectory of each aircraft in the formation. We divide the aircraft mission into three cruise segments shown in Fig. 2 . In a solo mission, the division of the mission into segments approximates step climbs. In a formation mission the middle segment is flown in formation. A representative 3-aircraft formation mission is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The departure and destination pairs in green, red, and blue define each mission. Each node represents a flight state and is defined by longitude, latitude, and altitude. Each segment represents a great circle track. The departure and arrival coordinates are defined by schedule; the rendezvous and separation points at nodes 2 and 3 are subject to optimization.
The aircraft cruise altitude, weight, and Mach number are defined at each flight state: Aircraft in the same formation share the same Mach numbers and altitudes at the beginning to the end of the formation segment: Aircraft in formation must also carry su cient fuel to complete the reserve mission illustrated in Fig. 4 . The mission represents the worst-case scenario where an aircraft is committed to the formation route but fails to achieve any drag savings. The reserve missions are defined with the additional parameters in Section III. Note that aircraft can alter their altitude and speed to more e ciently fly the reserve missions. The reserve mission is posed as a constraint: the fuel burn objective still comes from the formation cruise performance.
A. Objective
The objective of the mission optimization is to minimize either the fuel burn (J f i ) or the direct operating cost (DOC) (J ci ) of a solo or formation mission:
The fleet fuel burn can be written as sum of the change in weight from the beginning to the end of each mission. The landing stage is assumed to consume no additional fuel over the equivalent cruise distance. The takeo and climb fuel burn W c is estimated as a function of the weight, altitude, and Mach number at the start of cruise:
The inclusion of a cost metric captures the impact of block and flight speed on airline economics. Formation flight can reduce fuel burn but can also increase block time. To get into formation aircraft have to divert from their shortest route. Moreover, a formation can only fly as fast as its slowest member. At low fuel prices the cost penalties associated with longer flights may well outweigh the savings in fuel.
We estimate the direct operating cost as the sum of costs that scale with the flight time t cruise , the block time t block , and the fuel burn. 12 The key cost assumptions are a fuel cost of $3.3/gallon, and a maintenance labor rate of $40/hour. Costs that scale with the years in operation, such as aircraft depreciation and insurance, are identical for aircraft flying in and out of formations and are therefore not considered. The same is true of costs that scale with the number of flight cycles such as landing fees.
B. Variables
The design variables can be divided into the solo flight segment variables x s , the formation flight segment variables x f , and the reserve segment variables x r . The solo mission variables are defined for each aircraft:
ai are the change in departure and arrival time for aircraft i. Departure and arrival flexibility have a significant impact on cost since they help determine how much aircraft have to slow down to rendezvous.
The formation segment variables are defined for each formation: 3 , h 3 ] define the shared rendezvous and separation points. Finally, the reserve segment variables are defined for each aircraft flown in formation:
C. Constraints
The mission optimization is subject to range, drag, time, and weight constraints defined at each flight state. A simplified performance analysis module, based on the methods contained in the Program for Aircraft Synthesis Studies (PASS) is used to obtain the constraint violations. 13 The single aircraft methods in PASS are supplemented by the physics-based induced drag factors discussed in Section V to account for formation flight. First, each aircraft must meet range constraints over each of its flight segments k.
The aircraft must also meet a thrust margin constraint at each flight state.
We pose the analogous thrust margin and range constraints on the reserve mission in the case of formation missions. The segment distance d k are computed on great circle routes. We integrate for the segment range r k by assuming a linear variation of range factor from the start to the end of each cruise segment:
Where the range factor RF of a flight segment is defined as:
At flight state k we trim the aircraft and obtain the wing and horizontal tail C L . Next the inviscid component of the induced drag is computed based on assumptions of elliptical lift and a semi-empirical accounting of fuselage and horizontal tail e ects. If the segment is flown in formation then the inviscid induced drag is multiplied by the formation drag reduction factor discussed in Section V. The parasite drag is computed using equivalent plate area methods with compressibility-corrected surface friction coe cient C f and shape factors for the fuselage, wing, and tails. 13 The aircraft compressibility drag is estimated using the method of McGeer and Shevell. 14 The available engine thrust and TSFC are computed using a rubberized PW2037 turbofan deck. TSFC and thrust-to-weight correction factors are used to adjust the deck to emulate the performance of more modern engines. The aircraft departure and arrival times are constrained to lie within some t d and t a of the scheduled departure and arrival times respectively:
Where t c is an estimated climb time. The total flight time is further constrained to lie within some t f of the scheduled flight time:
Here t a captures the e ect of schedule flexibility and flight time allowances to accommodate formation flight. The formation missions with more than one aircraft are further subject to departure, rendezvous and arrival time constraints. The rendezvous and separation time for aircraft in formation are enforced through equality constraints:
Linear constraints ensure that the weight of the aircraft decreases in the course of the mission:
The linear weight constraints may be redundant but serve two important functions: 1) they increase the rate of convergence and 2) they remove singularities from the range calculations. We set k m to 0.98 to ensure that flight segments have finite length and the mission control points are distinct.
Finally, the outcome of the mission optimization is a set of individually optimal formation and solo missions. The set does not form a consistent schedule: one aircraft can appear in multiple missions.
IV. Network Optimization
The network optimization problem selects the optimum network schedule among combinations of the optimal solo and formation missions. The CPLEX integer-programming software is used to solve the network optimization problem. The problem is setup using the AMPL environment so that the same problem definition can be used for networks of arbitrary size. For a given problem the following parameters are defined:
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The following constraint is applied to each of the N 1 aircraft to ensure it is either flying a solo mission, a two aircraft formation, or a three aircraft formation:
The CPLEX solver uses a branch and bound method with additional heuristics to e ciently solve integerprogramming problems. The network optimization takes only about 0.3 seconds on an AMD Opteron 6172 core.
V. Formation Aerodynamics
Ning 9 describes the aircraft wake development model used in this analysis in the previous work. This methodology uses a far-field conservation method 15 to compute the rolled-up vorticity distribution of an aircraft's wake. The model is augmented with experimental data on core size, 16 and a viscous decay model based on LES and experimental data. 17 The streamwise separation distances of the aircraft in the formation are limited to less than 40 wingspans, so only a simplified version of that wake decay model is needed. This augmented Betz approach has been shown to agree well with Navier-Stokes solutions for a variety of configurations.
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While this method is already relatively fast to evaluate, because the optimization involves evaluating the drag of thousands of formation combinations, it is desirable to further increase the speed of computation.
King and Gopalarathnam
19 have shown that a formation with elliptically loaded aircraft has very nearly the same induced drag as an optimally loaded formation subject to constraints on trim (for planar wings with no overlap in the wing traces). Thus, to a good approximation, each aircraft in the formation is assumed to be elliptically loaded. This significantly speeds up the computation because the tangential velocity profile induced by the wake vortices can be pre-computed (properly normalized). Fig. 5 shows an example of this self-similar velocity profile. This particular example is computed using the Augmented Betz method, however any reasonable method could be used such as a Navier-Stokes calculation or experimental data. With those parameters, and the non-dimensional tangential velocity profile of the rolled-up vortex, the induced velocity on a trailing aircraft from all upstream vortices can be computed. In addition, the wake is allowed to decay to account for di erences in longitudinal separation. Because we restrict ourselves to only moderate separation distances (less than 40 spans), a relatively simple decay model can be used. We use the di usion phase of a model developed by Holzäpfel
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where A, R ú , T 
where the integral is along the wing trace, and the normalwash is due only to the wake influence from upstream aircraft. This approach still allows all the important parameters of interest to be included in the model. These parameters include the lift coe cient, thrust specific fuel consumption, wing area, span, and aircraft relative spacing (in all three directions). The induced drag can be written as:
Of course, specific fuel consumption of the engines does not directly a ect the aircraft's induced drag. However, for formations in which the aircraft di er in size and/or engine e ciency, the order in which the aircraft fly and the type of formation (V, inverted-V, echelon) a ects the total fuel burn. For each set of aircraft, the analysis evaluates all potential formation combinations (2 combinations for 2-aircraft formations, and 9 for 3-aircraft formations) and chooses the arrangement with minimum fuel burn. This optimal configuration is computed at the start of the formation cruise. The configuration is not changed over the cruise segment, as benefits from rearrangement are typically minimal. 20 For the subsequent designs studies we assume that the streamwise separation is 20 spans. The y and z o set between the wing tip and the wake are initially assumed to be 0. Implicit is the assumption that we can accurately track the wake development in flight. Finally, we estimate the profile, compressibility, and viscous component of lift-induced drag using semi-empirical methods.
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VI. South African Airlines Study
We optimize an airline route schedule for formation flight to quantify the system-level savings. The 31-flight South African Airway (SAA) long-haul schedule used in the study is shown in Fig. 6 The formation heuristic filter and scheduling flexibility settings are summarized in Tab. 1. Since the network is small we use relatively unrestrictive search heuristics to select the candidate formations for optimization. The optimizations are performed with a generous one-hour schedule flexibility in both the departure and arrival time. Fig. 7 and 8 show the SAA schedule optimized for minimum fuel burn and cost respectively. The results show that the route structures of the minimum cost and minimum fuel formations are quite similar.
The results in Tab. 2 show that a formation flight schedule designed to minimize fuel burn can net a 4.6% reduction in fuel and a 1.9% reduction in cost relative to the minimum fuel solo network. Alternatively, a minimum DOC route network can expect to save 4.24% in fuel burn and 2.11% in DOC relative to the minimum DOC solo network.
Tab. 3 shows more details of the two optimized formation flight schedules. The results show that one more 2-aircraft formation is flown for the minimum fuel formation. In the minimum DOC case some 50% of the flight distance and time are flown in formation. The time and distance in formation increases to over 56% for the minimum fuel case. The results are intuitive. If the objective is to minimize fuel burn then aircraft can divert substantially from their direct great circle route to meet up in formations. However, if the routing decision is made on the basis of operating costs then the increased block and flight time to get in and out of formation can take its toll. The number of formations decreases when we switch from fuel to cost objectives. The formation rendezvous points have also shifted further toward the destination to reduce the diversion time at the cost of formation induced drag savings. The two e ects decrease the total time and distance flown in formations.
The balance between cost and fuel benefits is very much defined by the cost of fuel. The optimum minimum-cost formation is a strong function of the fuel cost. Tab. 4 and 5 showcase the variations in the SAA formation savings and structures as we increase the fuel price from $2/gal to $5/gal. The results confirm that higher fuel prices increase the numbers of formations and the distance flown in formation. The cost savings become more significant as the fuel cost accounts for an ever-larger portion of the DOC. The impact on the formation structure is telling: at a fuel cost of $2 per gallon only 35% of the route distance are flown in formation. This ratio increases to 55% as the cost of fuel increases to $5 per gallon. 
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A. SAA Compressibility E ect Mitigation Study
The drag reductions from formation flight are realized by flying trailing aircraft in the upwash of leading aircraft wake(s). However, at transonic speed the increased local angles of attack from the upwash can lead to stronger shocks and even flow separation. To cope with the compressibility e ects the trailing aircraft can either slow down or fly further away from the wake to moderate. Slowing down can increase the cost. Flying further away from the wake can reduce the drag savings. We examine three compressibility mitigation strategies to the SAA route network and examine their impact on the network-wide fuel and cost performances. The three di erent combinations of aircraft-wake spacing and formation speed reductions are summarized in Tab. 6. Here M is defined in terms of the allowable formation cruise Mach number, which is in turn dictated by the slowest aircraft in the formation. The y separation is defined in terms of the span of the leading aircraft.
M y
Case 1 -2.5% 0 Case 2 -1% 0.05b Case 3 0 0.10b Table 6 . Three combinations of tip separations and speed reductions to cope with compressibility e ects.
The speed reductions and lateral separations are selected based on Euler analyses of wake propagation and formation flight conducted by Ning. The compressibility design study results in Tab. 7 show that the network-wide cost and fuel burn penalties of the compressibility mitigation strategies are all small. Compressibility e ects on the trailing aircraft may not therefore constitute a significant constraint on formation flight. Of the three strategies, slowing down by 2.5% has the least negative impact on cost and fuel consumption. In fact the fuel consumption is unchanged from the minimum DOC network. This is expected as slowing down can have a positive e ect on fuel burn while increasing separation distance always reduces the induced drag savings. 
Min. DOC Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
VII. Star Alliance Formation Flight Study
The SAA network design results highlight the basic performance sensitivities associated with formation flight. An airline-by-airline implementation of formation flight is also more convenient initially given that the asymmetry in fuel savings between leading and trailing aircraft in formation can introduce cost-sharing issues among di erent airlines. There are also reasons however, to consider the formation flight benefits of large route networks that have multiple airlines plowing the same corridor. More planes flying similar routes should intuitively improve the viability of large formations and lead to increases network-wide savings. Airline Alliances may be the logical place to start as it presents an organization structure to manage the cost-sharing associated with formation flight. In this section we consider a 150-flight snapshot of the eastbound Star Alliance transatlantic flight schedule. The route network is shown in Fig. 12 To render the problem tractable we impose the more restrictive filters in Tab. 9. Significantly, we decrease the departure and arrival flexibility from 1 hour in the SAA study to just 6 minutes. We also increase the required flight overlap requirement k t to 48% of the total scheduled flight time. Finally, we decrease the minimum formation aspect ratio parameter Ÿ r discussed in Section II from 0.3 to 0.15. The more restrictive filters are justified by the large numbers of potentially good formations and narrow the scope of the subsequent mission optimization to the very best candidates. The heuristic filter removed 97.4% and 99.7% of all possible two and three-ship formations respectively. This still leaves a total of more than 800 formation missions to be optimized, which can take up to 60 CPU hours on a 2.1 GHz AMD Opteron 6172 processor. The mission optimizations are naively parallel: every mission optimization is independent. A parallel implementation would allow us to scale the method to tackle large problems with relaxed heuristic filters. The results in Tab. 10 show that the minimum fuel formation network saves a significant 6.8% in fuel. The formation also sees a 2% cost reduction. The minimum DOC formation route network on the other hand saves 6% fuel and 2.4% cost against the corresponding solo network. The percent savings in both DOC and fuel have increased in all cases when compared with the smaller SAA network in Section VI. These savings are achieved with a restrictive departure and arrival flexibility of only 6 minutes. Tab. 11 highlights structure of the optimized formation flight schedules. In each case the majority of the routes are flown in formation. The numbers of formation aircraft once again increase in the case of the minimum fuel formation. We observe that the large and spatially and temporally concentrated Star Alliance schedule is well-suited for formation flight.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrate a bi-level decomposition scheme to solve for the optimal formation flight schedule. The scale of the problem necessitates the careful development of heuristic search patterns to eliminate unlikely formations. The results of a series of design studies based on real-world route network and schedules demonstrate that formation flight can net significant fuel savings. The application of formation flight to a representative South African Airlines (SAA) long-haul route network can reduce fuel burn by over 4.6% or reduce direct operating cost by 2.1%. The savings increase when aircraft from multiple airlines fly in similar corridors. The larger Star Alliance transatlantic route network can expect a 6.8% reduction in fuel burn or a 2.4% reduction in cost from optimized formation flight scheduling. Finally, the results of a preliminary study demonstrate that the formation flight network can be e ectively designed at the system level to cope with compressibility e ects induced by wake vortices.
